A fundamental task in neuroscience is to understand how neural ensembles represent 28 information. Population decoding is a useful tool to extract information from neuronal 29 populations based on the ensemble spiking activity. We propose a novel Bayesian decoding 30 paradigm to decode unsorted spikes in the rat hippocampus. Our approach uses a direct mapping 31 between spike waveform features and covariates of interest, and avoids accumulation of spike-32 sorting errors. Our decoding paradigm is nonparametric, encoding model-free for representing 33 stimuli, and extracts information from all available spikes and their waveform features. We apply 34 the proposed Bayesian decoding algorithm to a position reconstruction task for freely behaving 35 rats based on tetrode recordings of rat hippocampal neuronal activity. Our detailed decoding 36 analyses demonstrate that our approach is efficient and better utilizes the available information in 37 the non-sortable hash than the standard sorting-based decoding algorithm. Our approach can be 38 adapted to an online encoding/decoding framework for applications that require real time 39 decoding, such as brain-machine interfaces. 40 41
INTRODUCTION 46 47
Features of sensory stimuli and intended motor actions are reflected in the activity of neuronal 48 ensembles that are distributed across the brain (Sanger, 2003; Huys et al., 2007; Boloori et al., 49 2010) . A fundamental goal in neuroscience is to understand how the information about external 50 stimuli is transformed into neural activity patterns and how this information is represented in the 51 brain. The relationship between stimuli and neural activity can be described by statistical 52 encoding models (Brown et al., 1998; Sanger, 2003; Truccolo et al., 2005; Paninski et al., 2007) . 53
Inversion of these encoding models, i.e. extraction of information about the stimulus from 54 observed neural activity ("neural decoding"), aids in revealing the principles of the encoding 55 process (Quian Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009) . Neural decoding can also be applied to uncover 56 internal neural representations in the absence of an overt stimulus, for example the re-expression 57 of spatial sequences in the hippocampus (Davidson et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 2010) or movement 58 intentions in motor cortices (Georgopoulos et al., 1986; Zhuang et al., 2010) . Decoding motor 59 plans in particular is an important part of the development of neural prosthetics and brain-60 machine interfaces which may restore motor function in patients with neurological damage 61 (Chapin, 2004; Schwartz et al., 2006; Hochberg et al., 2012) . 62
63
The principal goal of neural decoding is to extract as much information about a stimulus as 64 possible from a neural signal. As with all signal processing, any additional operation on the raw 65 signal in neural decoding adds complexity and leads to possible loss of information. Most 66 approaches for decoding neural spiking activity rely on the intermediate step of sorting spike 67 waveforms into groups of single units. The spike sorting process is subject to at least two 68 problems that could affect decoding performance. The first issue is that the goal of neural 69 decoding to minimize the decoding error is substantially different from the goal to label each 70 spike uniquely and confidently with the identity of the cell that emitted it. In particular spike 71 sorting is generally conservative and many spikes are left unclassified in an attempt to minimize 72 classification errors. However, spikes thrown out during the sorting process could still convey 73 information about the stimulus and hence contribute to decoding performance. Second, inherent 74 to spike sorting are misclassification errors -that is, incorrect assignment of spikes to a unit. 75 Theoretical analysis has shown that different spike sorting errors have various impacts on 76 information capacity, with false positive errors having the most serious effect (Goodman and 77 Johnson, 2008) . Another potential source of misclassification is the use of hard decision 78 boundaries -it has been suggested that a soft decision boundary is more appropriate for 79 evaluating neural ensemble codes (Wood and Black, 2008) . 80
81
To maximize the stimulus information extracted from neural spiking activity, we propose a novel 82
Bayesian decoding paradigm that does not require the intermediate step of spike sorting. Key in 83 our approach is a direct mapping between the raw data (i.e. spike waveform features) and the 84 stimulus in a joint probability distribution. In contrast to previous work, our approach does not 85 assume a parametric or biophysical model to describe the relation between stimulus and neural 86 activity. 87
88
The performance of the new decoding approach is analyzed by applying it to hippocampal 89 population recordings in order to estimate the location of a rat on a track. 90
METHODS 91 92
Spike feature decoding framework 93 ENCODING MODEL. The ultimate goal of our method is to reconstruct a sensory stimulus, motor 94 action or other covariate (from here on referred to as "stimulus") from neuronal spiking activity 95 recorded from an array of sensors (e.g. single wire electrodes, stereotrodes or tetrodes). First, we 96 build an encoding model that relates the neural activity on a single sensor to the stimulus of 97 interest. Let's assume that in the time period 0, we recorded the time varying stimulus vector 98 as well as N discrete spike events and their waveforms at times , with 0 99
. For simplicity we assume that all spikes occur conditionally independent of previous 100 spikes and treat the detected spikes as a spatio-temporal Poisson process, or equivalently as a 101 marked temporal Poisson process, in which the spatial component (the "mark") is a vector space 102 of spike waveform features . Examples of typical waveform features are peak amplitude, 103 spike width, extracted principal components or other derived features. The same waveform 104 features are generally used by spike sorting processes to extract single units from multi-unit 105 activity. In our approach the spike sorting step is bypassed by creating a direct mapping between 106 spike waveform features and stimulus (Fig. 1) . The spatio-temporal Poisson process is fully 107 characterized by its generalized rate function , . In cases when the rate is determined by the 108 stimulus of interest, the rate function can be re-expressed as , , . Here, , 109
can be viewed as a tuning curve which relates the average rate of spike events with waveform 110 features a to the stimulus x. 111
To compute the probability that we observe n spikes with associated features : in a small time 112 window , Δ in the presence of a known stimulus, the waveform feature space S is first 113 divided into J non-overlapping regions:
. Each region contains 114 spikes, which is a subset of the observed n spikes (i.e. ∑ 
In the limiting case when regions : become sufficiently small such that : are equal to 0 or 1 119 within the time interval Δ , the likelihood can be rewritten as: 120
This likelihood function, when calculated for all possible waveform feature vectors a, completely 121 characterizes the encoding process for a single sensor. For multiple sensors, assuming 122 conditional spiking independence between sensors (i.e., each sensor records from an independent 123 population of neurons), the joint data likelihood can be computed as a product of individual 124 likelihoods contributed by each sensor. For K sensors and spike events on the k-th electrode, 125 the joint likelihood is given by: 126
127 RELATION TO ENCODING WITH SPIKE SORTED UNITS OR MULTI-UNIT ACTIVITY. It is possible to 128 choose the spike feature a such that it is a discrete scalar variable that represents cell identity (for 129 example obtained through a spike sorting procedure). In that case, each region can be 130 constructed such that it corresponds to a single cell c. This means that is the 131 tuning curve of cell c and is the number of spikes emitted by cell c. By rewriting Eq. 1 132 we recover the likelihood for a population of spike sorted cells as a special case (Zhang et al., 133 1998) : 134
where C is the total number of cells and ∑ is the total number of spike events. 135
When all spikes are considered part of a single multi-unit cluster and spike features a are 136 ignored, then the likelihood can be further simplified to: 137 
Here, spikecount represents the number of spikes with features a that occurred at stimulus x, 148 occupancy represents the total presentation time of stimulus x; N is the total number of spikes 149 recorded in the time interval 0, and is the average spiking rate. 150
The probability distributions , , and can be estimated using the following 151 multivariate kernel density estimators: 152
Here, , represents the set of N spikes with associated feature vectors and stimuli 153 which are collected during the encoding phase.
represents the set of R observed (or 154 chosen) stimuli, which are generally sampled at regular time intervals during the encoding stage. 155
· is a kernel function with bandwidth matrix H. H x represents the bandwidth matrix for the 156 stimulus only, and H ax represents the combined bandwidth matrix for spike features and stimulus.
157
Examples of kernels that may be used are: Gaussian, Epanechnikov, uniform, von Mises (for 158 circular variables) or Kronecker delta (for discrete variables). 159
The bandwidth of a kernel determines the amount of smoothing that is applied to the underlying 160 data and therefore has a strong influence on the shape of the final density estimate. Determining 161 the optimal full multivariate bandwidth matrix H is computationally and mathematically 162 challenging. In practice, a simplified parameterization of the kernel is generally used in which 163 the orientation of the kernel is ignored and only the individual scaling factors for each of the axes 164 are taken into account (i.e. the diagonal matrix of H). If all variables are similarly distributed 165 (except for a scaling factor), then a further simplification can be made by assuming the same 166 bandwidth for each axis after pre-scaling the variables such that they have the same variance. 167
Most approaches for bandwidth determination are heuristic or approximate (Scott, 1992; Wand 168 and Jones, 1995) . For low (such as two) dimensional space, there are few principled methods to 169 estimate non-isotropic bandwidth parameters (Botve, et al., 2010) . Adaptive bandwidth selection 170 methods have also been proposed using MCMC techniques (Zhang et al., 2006 functions can either be pre-computed at a user defined grid to construct look-up tables, or they 188 can be evaluated online during decoding. Pre-computing the rate functions has the advantage that 189 the computational load for decoding is low, making it suitable for real time applications. When 190 densities need to be evaluated at a fine grid for high-dimensional feature vectors and/or stimulus 191 vectors, then the pre-computing approach becomes impractical. In that case, the rate functions 192 may be evaluated at a coarser grid, at the expense of decoding accuracy. Instead, here we chose 193 to evaluate the rate function , on the fly during decoding at a user-defined grid in stimulus 194 space.
was pre-computed at the same stimulus grid. A small offset (0.1 Hz) was applied to 195 both rate functions to avoid cases in which the rate is zero at all nodes in the stimulus grid 196 (Zhang et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 2009) training set for construction of the encoding model, and a testing set for evaluation of the 224 decoding. In both data sets only RUN epochs, when the animals were actively moving along the 225 track at a speed higher than 10 cm/s, were selected for further analyses. The stimulus of interest x 226 corresponds to the one-dimensional position of the animals along the track. Only spikes of 227 putative pyramidal cells (spike peak-trough latency > 0.35 ms) with a minimum peak amplitude 228 of 75 µV were selected for decoding analysis. A four dimensional spike feature vector a was 229 constructed from the spike waveform peak amplitudes on each tetrode. To establish a kernel 230 density based estimate of the rate functions we used a truncated Gaussian kernel (cut-off at 2 231 standard deviations) for both the spike amplitude dimensions and the position dimension. For 232 spike amplitude an isotropic kernel was used with the same kernel bandwidth in all four 233 dimensions. The rate functions were evaluated at a regular grid with 2 cm intervals that spanned 234 the whole track. For decoding, the testing data set was divided into non-overlapping 250 ms long 235 time bins and spikes within each bin were used to compute the posterior distribution of position 236 according to Eq. 11. 237 In the Bayesian decoding framework, the decoding performance is determined both by the choice 238 of encoding model and prior knowledge of the stimulus. Here we focus on the contribution of the 239 novel formulation of the encoding model that includes spike waveform features and hence we 240 chose to use a non-informative prior, making the decoding similar to maximum likelihood 241 estimation. 242
The decoding error in each time bin was computed as the shortest distance along the track 243 between the true (observed) position at the center of the time bin and the maximum a posteriori 244 (MAP) estimate of position. To assess decoding performance, we analyzed the cumulative 245 distribution of decoding error, the median error and the confusion matrix. 246 247 SPIKE SORTING BASED DECODING. Spikes of putative pyramidal neurons (spike peak-trough 248 latency > 0.35 ms, minimum peak amplitude > 75 µV) in RUN epochs were selected prior to 249 sorting. Spikes were automatically sorted with KlustaKwik (version 2.0.1; 250 http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/; see (Harris et al., 2000) ) using three features per electrode: 251 spike waveform energy and the first two principal components (PCs) of the energy-normalized 252 spike waveform. For each cluster a set of four quality metrics was computed: L ratio and isolation 253 distance ("IsoD"; using waveform energy and 1 st PC for each channel; see (Schmitzer-Torbert et 254 al., 2005) ), fraction of inter-spike intervals smaller than 2 ms ("ISI") and the mahalanobis 255 distance of the cluster to the spike amplitude threshold ("Dthreshold"; using spike amplitudes on 256 the electrode with largest mean spike amplitude). Only clusters that met the following criteria 257 were retained: L ratio <0.1, IsoD>20, ISI<2% and D threshold >1. The remaining clusters were 258 collapsed into a single noise or "hash" cluster. The spatial tuning curve of each cluster was 259 constructed using kernel-density estimation with a truncated Gaussian kernel with an optimized 260 spatial bandwidth and the likelihood was computed according to Eq. 4. 261 262 BANDWIDTH SELECTION. We used a diagonal bandwidth matrix to compute the kernel density 263 estimates in Eqs. 8-10. Since the spike features that were used for decoding all represent the 264 same physical quantity (i.e. spike peak amplitude) with a similar distribution, the same scalar 265 bandwidth (h a ) was selected for all the feature dimensions and for all tetrodes. A separate 266 bandwidth (h x ) was chosen for the stimulus dimensions (i.e. position on track). For each separate 267 dataset, optimal values for h a and h x were determined by a 2-fold cross-validation procedure on 268 the training set. 269 270 RESULTS 271 272 A total of 12 datasets from 8 rats were used to test the spike feature based decoding approach. 273 Table 1 summarizes the experimental data and Table 2 tabulates the decoding results, as 274 discussed in more detail below. 275
276 Figure 2A -C shows an example of decoding the position of a rat (dataset SL14, see Table 1 ) 277 using the peak amplitudes of recorded hippocampal spikes as feature vector. Qualitatively, our 278 estimates of the rat's position on the track accurately follow its true position during periods of 279 locomotion ( Fig. 2A) . To assess the decoding performance, we computed a confusion matrix 280 (Fig. 2B ) and the distribution of errors (Fig. 2C) . In this example, the median decoding error is 281 3.6 cm and 90% of the errors fall within 10.3 cm. The confusion matrix shows a dominant 282 diagonal structure, which indicates a high accuracy of decoding at most locations along the track. 283
At the population level, the median decoding error across all datasets varied from 3.2 cm to 6.2 284 cm, with an average median error of 4.9 cm (see Table 2 , column 2). 285
286
In principle, the decoder has access to information conveyed by both the population firing rate 287 and the specific spike amplitude vectors. To investigate the extent to which spike amplitude 288 information aids in the decoding of position in the spike feature decoding approach, we 289 compared the performance to a decoder based on spike timing alone using a single spatial tuning 290 curve for each tetrode (multi-unit activity (MUA) decoder; see (Fraser et al., 2009) ). In all 291 datasets the error distribution of the MUA decoder is significantly worse than the error 292 distribution of the spike feature decoder (one-sided two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 293 -5 for all datasets; see example in Fig. 2C) . Overall, the median error was significantly reduced 294 when spike amplitude information was included in our spike feature based decoding approach 295 ( Fig. 2D ; paired rank-sum test, p = 4.9×10 -4 ). 296
10
Next, we examined the dependence of decoding performance on the number of spike waveform 297 features included in the analysis. Spike amplitudes on one or two electrodes of each tetrode were 298 selected as features for decoding. Since the spike amplitude threshold was applied after electrode 299 selection, fewer spikes were included in these datasets (Table 4 ). For both the one amplitude 300 feature and two amplitude feature case, decoding performance was higher than the corresponding 301 MUA decoder (not shown). Increasing the number of amplitude features from one to two or from 302 two to four, significantly lowered the median decoding error (paired rank-sum test: p = 9.8×10 -4 ), 303
with relative mean benefits of 26% and 14% respectively. 304
The decoding performance is critically dependent on the choice of kernel bandwidths h a and h x .
305
Optimal bandwidths that minimized decoding error were selected separately for each decoder 306 variant and each dataset (Table 3 ; see Methods). For the spike feature decoder bandwidths 307 clustered around h x = 6 cm and h a = 24 µV (Fig. 3) . Decoding performance decreased gradually 308 for increasing bandwidths. If the bandwidths were fixed at h x = 6 cm and h a = 24 µV for all 309 datasets, the mean deviation from the median error obtained when optimized bandwidths were 310 used was 5% (maximum: 17%). This suggest that even in cases where cross-validation is 311 impractical, appropriate fixed bandwidth parameters selected a priori may still yield near optimal 312 decoding performance for distinct datasets. 313
314
Comparison with decoding using sorted single-units 315
Next, we compared the spike feature decoding approach to the standard practice in which spikes 316 recorded on tetrodes are first sorted into separate single units ("cluster tag decoder", see (Zhang 317 et al., 1998) ). The automated sorting procedure produced a large number of putative clusters, of 318 which 9-56 clusters across all datasets met the minimum quality criteria (Table 1) , and the 319 fraction of sorted spikes out of all putative pyramidal neuron spikes ranged from 6% to 21%. The 320 remaining clusters on each tetrode were grouped into a separate hash cluster that was also 321 included in the decoding. At the group level, the spike feature decoder resulted in a significantly 322 lower median error than the cluster tag decoder ( Fig. 4A ; paired rank-sum test, p = 0.0068) with 323 an average improvement of 14%. 324
We next applied the spike feature decoding approach separately to spikes in the well-isolated 325 clusters and spikes in the hash, and compared the performance to the equivalent cluster tag 326 decoder (Fig. 4B) . For both decoders, the performance significantly decreased when only the 327 well-isolated clusters or only the hash clusters were used (paired rank-sum test; spike feature 328 decoder: clusters+hash vs. clusters only p = 4.9×10 ). When only the well-isolated clusters were used for decoding, the spike feature decoder 331 showed a tendency towards a lower median error (average benefit: 7%; paired rank-sum test: p = 332 0.043). In contrast, the spike feature decoder performed significantly better than the cluster tag 333 decoder when only the hash was used (average benefit: 64%; paired rank-sum test: p = 4.9×10 -4
). 334
This suggests that the improved performance of the spike feature decoder is mainly due to the 335 extraction of more information from the hash. 336
For the purpose of decoding, clusters of sorted spikes do not need to correspond to single units 337 (Ventura, 2008) . The cluster tag decoder may therefore benefit from using the original sorted 338 spike clusters output by KlustaKwik, regardless of their quality and without grouping poorly 339 isolated or multi-unit clusters into a hash cluster. Indeed, in this case the cluster tag decoder and 340 the spike feature decoder showed comparable performance (paired rank-sum test: p = 0.8984 ). 341
Spike sorting quality depends on the number of (informative) spike waveform features. With 342 fewer features, cluster isolation becomes poorer and hence decoding performance in the cluster 343 tag decoder will decrease. The spike feature decoder taps into the same information in the spike 344 waveform features as spike sorting, and we showed previously that decoding performance 345 decreases when fewer features are available (Fig. 2E) . Here we investigated the relative 346 performance of the spike feature decoder versus the cluster tag decoder when fewer features 347 from a single electrode are available. Spike sorting proceeded as for tetrodes and resulted in 348 fewer well-isolated clusters (Table 4) . In this scenario, the spike feature decoder significantly 349 outperformed the cluster tag decoder ( Fig. 4D ; paired rank-sum test p = 0.0068), with an average 350 improvement that is higher than the four-amplitude tetrode scenario (38% vs. 14%). This result 351 suggest that the relative benefit of using the spike feature decoder may be higher when fewer 352 spike features are available for spike sorting. 353
354

Online encoding-decoding paradigm 355
Both encoding and decoding phases of the spike feature decoding paradigm can be performed 356 with minimal supervision, provided that suitable bandwidth parameters have been selected. As 357 such, this new paradigm is well suited for online encoding and decoding of stimuli from ongoing 358 neural activity as is required for brain-computer interfaces. As a demonstration we simulate an 359 experiment in which the position of a rat is estimated as it explores a novel linear track for the 360 first time. As soon as the rat enters the new environment, neural data is acquired and for every 361 250 ms time bin in which the rat is actively moving (speed > 10 cm/s) the recorded spikes and 362 their waveform features are used to compute an estimate of position. Subsequently, the encoding 363 model is updated using the newly acquired spikes, their waveform features and the rat's physical 364 location in the track. Thus at any given time decoding is performed using only the recorded spike 365 data in the past. Figure 5A shows the position estimates for the first two laps and the last lap on 366 the track for one dataset (SL14). The estimates in the first lap of behavior are biased towards past 367 positions as this is the only information available in the spiking. However, in subsequent laps the 368 decoding error decreases and quickly reaches an asymptotic value (Fig. 5B) . These results 369 suggest that only a limited amount of spiking history may be necessary to achieve accurate 370 decoding results when online real time encoding and decoding is required. the relation between the stimulus and neural activity. And finally, the spike feature decoder 383 allows both encoding and decoding stages to be performed with minimal supervision. 384
385
We tested the new decoding method on tetrode recordings from the hippocampus in freely 386 behaving rats and showed that the animal's location on a track could be accurately estimated. In 387 our tests we used spike peak amplitude as the feature for decoding, however it is possible to use 388 any other set of spike features as well, for example waveform width, wave-shape parameters, or 389 principal components. Our approach takes advantage of the same spike waveform information as 390 most spike sorting methods, but does so without an explicit sorting step. Our results show a small 391 benefit of the spike feature decoder compared to a standard cluster tag decoder, as the new 392 approach extracts more information from the poorly separable hash spikes. 393
394
It is noteworthy to point out the key differences between our approach and other paradigms in 395 which neural spiking data was used for decoding without a spike sorting step. Fraser et al. (2009) 396 fitted multi-unit activity responses to movement with a spline function and thus each electrode 397 was treated as a single "virtual" unit. This approach may work well if only a few neurons are 398 recorded on each electrode, or if all neurons contributing to the multi-unit activity have similar 399 tuning properties. However, this method will likely perform poorly if the MUA contains spikes 400 from many neurons with diverse responses, for example in the hippocampus as we showed here. 401
Stark and Abeles (2007) presented another interesting approach in which multi-unit activity, 402 defined as the root-mean-square of the 300 Hz -6 kHz band of the local field potential, was used 403 to predict arm movement in monkeys. In this method, spiking activity was not modeled explicitly 404 and decoding was performed by a support vector machine classifier. Unlike our approach, the 405 measure of multi-unit activity in Stark and Abeles (2007) applied to real data set and it is not clear if the method will work equally well for populations of 411 neurons with complex, non-parametric tuning functions. In addition, the decoding step assumes 412 that the temporal evolution of the stimulus is smooth (Ventura, 2008) . This assumption is not 413 necessarily true or known to be true, for example if the goal is to decode a hidden stimulus with 414 unknown temporal dynamics (Davidson et al., 2009; Kloosterman, 2011) . 415
More recently, Ventura proposed to exploit the information in covariates that modulate neuronal 416 firing ("tuning information") in addition to spike waveform information to improve spike 417 sorting (Ventura, 2009a) with application in decoding as well (Ventura, 2009b ). Ventura's 418 approach uses a similar mapping between waveform features and covariates as we have done in 419 the spike feature decoder, however, parametric models are used rather than the non-parametric 420 approach in our work. 421
Luczak and Narayanan (2005) avoided spike sorting by constructing a "spectral representation" 422 of the neural data by considering a discrete space of spike waveform features (they used 423 principal components) and time. The spectral representation of Luczak and Narayanan is similar 424 to the spike feature-marked point process that is at the basis of our method. Using a combination 425 of partial least squares to select stimulus-relevant features and linear discriminant analysis for 426 classification, they demonstrated that the spectral representation can be used to successfully 427 discriminate between two discrete auditory stimuli. In contrast, we used a naive Bayesian 428 approach in which spiking statistics are explicitly modeled, and which we applied to the 429 decoding of a continuously time-varying stimulus. 430
431
The main strength of the proposed spike feature decoding approach is that it provides 432 straightforward stimulus estimation from information-rich spiking data in a minimally supervised 433 manner. The method can be applied in online and real time encoding/decoding scenarios, which 434 makes it appealing for brain machine interfaces and neural prosthetics that use chronic implants. 435
By utilizing the information carried by all spikes, whether or not they can be uniquely assigned 436 to a single neuron, the spike feature decoding approach is more robust to changes in signal 437 quality as observed in chronic recording applications. In addition, non-stationarity of the neural 438 signals which is commonly encountered in long-term recordings and slow changes in the 439 encoding model can be easily handled by restricting the spike events that contribute to the 440 encoding model to a finite temporal window. 441
The spike feature decoding approach is not fully unsupervised as it requires the selection of 442 appropriate kernel bandwidth parameters. In the current experimental data analysis, a cross-443 validation approach was employed to estimate the two bandwidth parameters for spike 444 amplitude and position dimensions. We found that the decoding performance was 445 relatively robust around suboptimal bandwidth parameters, suggesting that a prior 446 selection of a fixed bandwidth may be appropriate. 447
448
For online applications it is important that the computations for encoding and decoding stages 449 can be performed in real time. In our current implementation encoding is cheap (all recorded 450 spikes are simply retained), whereas decoding is computationally intensive. The complexity of 451 decoding scales with the total number of spike events incorporated in the encoding model. 452
Several strategies can be used to decrease the computational burden. If pre-computation of the 453 rate function is practical, then this would avoid costly evaluation of the densities during 454 decoding. If necessary, a trade-off can be made between decoding performance and computation 455 speed by reducing the number of dimensions of the feature space. For example, using two 456 amplitude features (from a stereotrode) instead of four features (from a tetrode) gives acceptable 457 (albeit decreased) decoding performance. Alternatively, it is possible to reduce computational 458 load of online density evaluation by exclude groups of low-informative spike events based on 459 their waveform properties. For example, in the hippocampus most stimulus-relevant information 460 is carried by pyramidal neuron activity and therefore in our tests we filtered out spikes from 461 putative interneurons (peak-trough latency < 0.35 ms). This selection of spikes substantially 462 reduced the computational burden without significantly affecting decoding performance. A 463 further reduction can be achieved by increasing the spike amplitude threshold, excluding low 464 amplitude spikes that carry relatively little information. Another way to alleviate this problem, is 465 to find compact and efficient representations of the kernel density estimates of the rate functions 466 (Mitra et al., 2002; Girolami, 2003; Zhou et al., 2003; Huang and Chow, 2006) . 467 468 Our decoding algorithm is based on the statistical assumption that the spike events follow a 469 spatio-temporal Poisson process (i.e. spike events are mutually independent in both spike feature 470 space and time). This is equivalent to assuming an independent Poisson rate code for all neurons 471 in the ensemble. In our example, the encoding model is constructed from multiple presentations 472 of the same stimulus, and even if individual spike trains do not follow a Poisson distribution, the 473 aggregate of many such spike trains will. Although the Poisson assumption is over-simplified for 474 most experimental data, it provides us with a simple and tractable solution for decoding analysis. 475
It is possible to relax the assumptions of Poisson statistics and independence -for example to 476 incorporate temporal dependence the spike history in each electrode can be represented as an 477 augmented temporal feature. Alternatively, the spatial local dependence can be modeled by 478 considering a Neyman-Scott process (Diggle, 2003) or a Poisson cluster process (Bartlett, 1964; 479 Wolpert and Ickstadt, 1998) . These topics will be the subject of future investigations. 480
481
Our decoding paradigm can be extended in several ways. For instance, we can reformulate the 482 Bayesian decoding problem within the state-space framework by inclusion of a smooth temporal 483 prior (Brown et al., 1998) . A temporal prior can be useful for reconstruction of stimuli or 484 covariates that are known to smoothly change over time, such as the position of rat or the 485 movement of an arm. The spike feature decoding can also be used to extract information from 486 ensemble spiking activity by estimating the mutual information and entropy of the stimulus and 487 neural responses. Estimation of these information measures may provide a better understanding 488 the underlying principles of neural codes used in the brain (Jacobs et al., 2009; Quian Quiroga 489 and Panzeri, 2009 
